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Abstract
Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is a neutron radiotherapy used to
treat tumours cells previously doping with Boron-10. This therapy requires
an epithermal neutron beam for the treatment of deep tumours and a thermal
beam for shallow ones. Thanks to recent high-current commercial accelera-
tors, Accelerator-Based Neutron Sources (ABNS) are competitive option for
providing therapeutic neutron beams in hospitals. In this work, the neutron
field generated by the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction at 1950 keV is studied as neutron
source in ABNS, being measured by the Time-Of-Flight (TOF) technique at
HiSPANoS facility (Spain). Moreover, two Beam Shaping Assemblies (BSA)
for deep and shallow tumour treatment, which are specially designed for the
1950 keV neutron field, are evaluated for BNCT via Monte Carlo simulations
(MCNP). Results in agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) figures of merit endorse the use of this neutron field for BNCT.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, neutrons play an important role in the total dose during radio-
therapy treatments. A maximisation of their biological effects is carried out
under the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy. BNCT is a two-component thera-
peutic modality currently considered for the treatment of several tumours resis-
tant to chemo- and radio-therapeutic methods. This therapy is a biochemically
targeted radiotherapy based on nuclear capture and fission reactions, that oc-
cur when a stable isotope 10B is irradiated with low energy thermal neutrons
to yield high Linear Energy Transfer (LET) α-particles and recoiling 7Li nuclei
[1].
The therapy exploits the nuclear reaction 10B(n,α)7Li. The total cross-
section is 3, 837 barn and its Q-value is +2.79 MeV. The reaction proceeds by
two pathways. In the 6.3% of cases, the Q-value energy is shared between the
α-particle (1.78 MeV) and the lithium ion (1.01 MeV). In the other 93.7%, the
reaction leaves the 7Li-ion in an excited state, from which it decays immediately
to its ground state, emitting a 0.428 MeV γ-ray, while the remaining energy is
shared between the α-particle (1.47 MeV) and the lithium-ion (0.84 MeV). The
average ranges are 9 µm and 5 µm in tissue for α-particles and lithium-ions,
respectively. These dimensions are comparable with cell size.
BNCT needs a large number of thermal neutrons at the tumour site. Their
neutron sources have been limited to specially modified nuclear reactors. There-
fore, low-energy high-intensity particle accelerators have been developed for
BNCT since the 1980s [2, 3, 4, 5]. Several countries are developing accelera-
tors to produce epithermal neutron beams for BNCT. Accelerator-Based BNCT
(AB-BNCT) is being viewed worldwide as the future modality to start the era
of in-hospital facilities, and a new dedicated industry is already on the market.
For instance, Neutron Therapeutics Inc. [6] has developed an accelerator-based,
in-hospital neutron source, which is composed by a 2.6 MeV electrostatic proton
accelerator and a rotating, solid lithium target for generating neutrons. Sum-
itomo Heavy Industries, Ltd. sited in Japan [7] or RaySearch Laboratories [8]
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are other examples of the new BNCT industry.
Lithium is a metal with two isotopes (7Li 92.5%, 6Li 7.5%) and a melting
point at 180.54 ◦C. It is used in its natural or in its isotopic form 7Li to produce
large quantities of fast neutrons of relatively low energy. The 7Li(p,n)7Be has
a Q-value of −1.64 MeV and a threshold of 1.88 MeV. The peculiarity of this
reaction is its cross-section that increases rapidly up to ∼ 270 mb within the first
50 keV. Therefore, the neutron yield is very high for proton energies just over
the threshold. The low melting point makes it difficult to employ this target
with high proton currents (> mA), necessary for performing BNCT. However,
a high-power ABNS based on a liquid-lithium target (LiLiT) and the 7Li(p,n)
reaction was developed at SARAF (Soreq Applied Research Accelerator Facility,
Israel) as a prototype for BNCT [2], overcoming the temperature handicap.
This (p,n) reactions produce fast neutrons, which must be thermalised to
be captured by the 10B nucleus being useful to therapy. In the treatment of
shallow tumours, the original fast neutrons have to be shifted to completely
thermalise. In the case of deep tumours, Monte Carlo simulations endorse the
optimal energy to reside in the epithermal region at the patient’s entrance [10].
Neutrons have to be shifted to lower energies to ensure that the tissue between
the skin and the tumour can completely thermalise them. The energy shifter,
called Beam Shaping Assembly (BSA), is a stack of different materials, appro-
priately shaped to thermalise the original fast neutron field into the appropriate
thermal or epithermal neutron beam. Therapeutic neutron beams with high
spectral purity in these energy ranges could be produced with ABNS through a
suitable neutron-producing reaction. A study by Bisceglie et al. [11] on differ-
ent neutron producing reactions that could be used in conjunction with high-
current accelerators to produce epithermal neutron beams for BNCT showed as
a good candidate the epithermal neutron spectrum that can be produced with
the 7Li(p,n) reaction at 1950 keV with an appropriated neutron beam shaping.
To minimise undesirable radiation, which releases energy in healthy tis-
sues upstream and downstream the tumour site, the International Atomic En-
ergy Agency (IAEA) proposes figures of merit for shallow and deep tumours
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treatments. Given the following three energetic groups for neutrons: thermal
(En < 0.5 eV), epithermal (0.5 eV < En < 10 keV), and fast (En > 10 keV),
IAEA recommends the following neutron fluence (Φ) rates and neutron absorbed
dose (D˙) rates for shallow tumours: Φth > 109cm−2s−1, Φth/Φtot > 0.9, and
D˙epi+fast/Φth 6 2 × 10−13Gy cm2. For deep tumours: Φth > 109cm−2s−1,
Φepi/Φth > 100, Φepi/Φfast > 20, and D˙fast/Φepi 6 2× 10−13Gy cm2.
In this work, we carried out a deep study of the epithermal neutron beam
production by 7Li(p,n) reaction at 1950 keV with the intent to check its viability
as neutron source for BNCT. Measurement and data analysis of the mentioned
neutron field are presented in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. Our results are
presented in Section 4 compared to an analytical descriptions of the reaction
proposed by Lee & Zhou [12] (based on Liskien & Paulsen nuclear data [13]).
Implications for the development of therapeutic neutron beams for BNCT from
a neutron field are discussed in Section 5.
2. Experimental setup and measurement
The experiment was performed at HiSPAlis Neutron Source (HiSPANoS)
facility, at National Accelerator Centre (CNA) [15]. HiSPANoS facility is the
first ABNS in Spain. This facility provides different neutron fields in continuous-
wave employing 7Li(p,n)7Be and 2H(d,n)3He reactions. Since 2019, a new pulsed
mode and a new experimental Time-Of-Flight (TOF) line are available [16, 17],
providing proton and deuteron pulses of 1 ns for neutron generation.
For the neutron production, a proton pulsed beam of 1950 ± 1 keV with
62.5 kHz of repetition rate, 1 ns pulse width, and a stable average current
of 12 nA was employed. A target assembly specially designed to minimise
the neutron scattering in the target surroundings was used. It consists of a
circular copper backing (4 cm diameter and 0.5 mm thickness), an aluminium
cylinder (4.2 cm diameter and 15 cm long), and an O-ring for their joining. A
thick lithium-metallic target was prepared by forced pressure onto the backing
in inner gas. The sample had a diameter of 1 cm and a thickness of about
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180 µm, therefore protons were completely stopped. In order to protect the
Li sample from oxidation, the target was mounted on the beamline keeping
an Argon atmosphere. After its installation, the Argon was extracted by the
vacuum system until a stable work pressure of 10−6 mbar. To avoid the lithium
target melting due to the impact of proton pulses, a jet of air cooled the target.
The detection system consisted of three 6Li-glass detectors and an aluminium
goniometer for a precise location in the angle of the detectors respect to the
target completed the experimental setup. The target was located at the center
of the goniometer with movable stands for placing the detectors. A movable
detector (5.08 cm diameter and 2.54 cm thick) recorded the signals at 45◦ and
60◦. A second movable detector (5.08-cm diameter and 1.27-cm thick) recorded
the signals at 0◦, 15◦, and 30◦. Both detectors were placed at 50 cm (flight path),
at the same target height. A third 6Li-glass detector was used as a stationary
long counter in a fixed position without geometrical interference with the others.
Figure 1 shows a scheme of the experimental setup.
Figure 1: Scheme of the experimental setup. The target assembly, target, and detectors
distribution are shown.
The detector signals were processed with a CAEN R© data acquisition (DAQ)
model DT5730 with 14 bit at 500 Ms/s FLASH ADC Waveform Digitizer [18].
The proton pulsed beam induces a signal per pulse in a pick-up installed at the
experimental TOF line. These were used as the start signals for the acquisition.
Then, the DAQ was programmed to open a time acquisition window of 1500 ns,
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collecting the signals from the detectors. The trigger enables the event building,
that includes the waveforms (i.e. the raw samples), the trigger time, the baseline,
and the Integral Charge (IC) of the signals [19]. Data are continuously written
in a circular memory buffer. When the trigger occurs, the digitizer writes further
samples for the post-trigger and freezes the buffer that can be read by one of the
provided readout links. This acquisition can be acquired continuously without
dead time in a new buffer [18].
The raw data were accumulated in a two-dimensional histogram consisting
of TOF versus IC, as shown in Figure 2. The γ-rays appear as a vertical line in
time close to 240 ns. The neutrons appear in the horizontal band from 320 ns
with a drop shape. It can be noticed the excellent discrimination between γ-rays
and neutrons during the experiment. The neutron scattering component of the
background is identified between the γ-flash and the onset of the neutron drop.
The low repetition rate allowed minimising the neutrons scattering overlap of
successive neutron bursts, as shown in the area before the γ-flash. Finally, it can
be noticed that background signals are scattered overall area with an apparent
time-independence.
The quality of the TOF measurements is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows
the spectrum taken at different angles and 0◦ with shadow bar. The time
resolution in TOF is determined by the Gaussian fits of each γ-peak, which
includes the time spread of the proton beam pulses, the time resolution of the
6Li-glass detector, and the time resolution of the DAQ. A common σ value of
2 ns was obtained, thus the total time resolution of the experiment.
In order to extract the background and determine its possible correlation
with the TOF, the detectors were shielded with shadow bars and the TOF
spectrum was recorded at each angular position. The shadow bars were a
polyethylene cylinder with 5.08 cm diameter and 20 cm length. In Figure 3(f),
a comparison between TOF histograms at 0◦ without shadow bar (black line)
and with shadow bar (red line) is shown. The signals with shadow bar (red line)
were due to the prompt γ-rays produced in the 7Li(p,n)7Be directly detected
(γ-flash) and scattered neutrons and γ-rays in the experimental hall and the
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Figure 2: 2D histogram where IC vs. TOF is plotted. The γ-rays appear as a vertical line and
the neutrons appear in the horizontal drop. The low frequency allowed the neutrons scattering
to disappear over the detector between pulses, as can be seen before the neutron drop.
environment background. As can be seen, the background was uncorrelated
with the TOF (flat background) and very low. The background level was also
reduced by setting an IC threshold (channel 100) containing mostly low-energy
γ-events and electronic noise as shown in the IC histogram of Figure 4.
3. Data Analysis
The neutron detection pathway of 6Li-glass scintillators is defined by the
6Li(n,t)4He reaction. However, the presence of resonances in some structural
materials of the detector in the measured energy range, as 56Fe and 28Si, pro-
vided small contributions to the neutron efficiency. These possible contributions
was studied via the resolution function of the experiment using a detailed model
of the detectors purchased to Scionix Ltd. [20] and Monte Carlo simulations with
MCNPX [14].
The statistical uncertainty dominated in our experiment as a consequence of
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the low repetition rate. A linear energy binning of 5 keV steps was employed,
being a good compromise between the statistical uncertainties and the energy
resolution. The resolution function also takes into account all the possible in-
teractions suffered by neutrons from the source until they induce 6Li(n,t)4He
reactions in the detector. These previous interactions, which generated an extra
tof, are weighted and corrected by the response function on the TOF-to-Energy
conversion. Figure 5 shows the resolution function associated with this exper-
iment for the TOF-to-Energy conversion, where the detector efficiency, target,
target assembly, setup distribution, and neutron energy range are included.
The uncertainty related to the resolution function was estimated by the com-
parison of two energy distributions for each angle position and detector type.
The first distribution was obtained from the simulation of the TOF spectrum
scored by a detector and the application of the resolution function. For this,
in the input file of the MCNPX code [14], the analytical descriptions of the
7Li(p,n)7Be reaction at Ep=1950 keV of Lee and Zhou [12] was introduced.
This simulation recorded in a time histogram the invested time by the neu-
trons between the source and the 6Li(n,t)4He reaction point inside the detector.
The second energy distribution was obtained from the simulation of the energy
distribution directly recorded by the detector using the same analytical descrip-
tions of the neutron field. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the resulting
energy distributions. The comparison showed a negligible impact on the total
uncertainty; however a conservative 1% was assumed.
4. Results
The spectrum of each measured emission angle are plotted and compared
with their respectively analytical solution by Lee & Zhou [12] in Figure 7. Note
that the comparison consists of two aspects: the spectra shape and their relative
intensity. Also, particular attention should be paid to the maximum neutron
energy of each spectrum. Regarding the intensity of the neutrons: it depends
on the experimental set-up, so it is necessary to normalize our 0◦ histogram and
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the Lee & Zhou 0◦ histogram by the maximum. The rest of our spectra are
obtained directly from their relative intensity to our normalized 0◦ spectrum,
and then, they are compared with the spectra of Lee & Zhou without further
normalization.
Also, for a proper comparison of the neutron spectra from 0◦ to 60◦, each
Lee & Zhou energy spectrum has to be scored by the corresponding detector for
each angle at 50 cm in MCNPX simulations. As commented before, in order to
generate the angle and energy distribution of neutrons at Ep = 1950 keV the
analytical description of Lee & Zhou [12] based on Liskien & Paulsen nuclear
data [13] was used. Figure 7 shows all the spectra of the present work normalised
(red lines) and compared to Lee & Zhou field (black lines). The agreement
in the shape of the spectra and the maximum neutron energy is good within
statistical uncertainties. The differences at high energies are justified by the
comparison with an analytical description. Facts like time resolution of the
acquisition system or detector efficiencies are not taken into account. Table 1
shows a comparison between Lee & Zhou spectra and our results of the integral
neutron field per angle, relative to its respective angular-integral spectrum. The
agreement in their relative intensity is excellent. The comparison of our results
with Lee & Zhou confirms the good performance of the experiment at HiSPANoS
facility and represents the first nuclear data production (after the commissioning
[17]) with the TOF technique at the CNA.
Angle Lee & Zhou this work
0◦ 33.6 33.9
15◦ 28.6 28.4
30◦ 19.9 20.0
45◦ 11.9 11.7
60◦ 6.1 6.1
Table 1: Integral neutron field per angle comparison between Lee & Zhou spectra and our
results, relative to its respective angular-integral spectrum.
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5. Implications for BNCT
The advancement of BNCT requires suitable neutron sources for installa-
tion in hospital environments. AB-BNCT facilities are more appropriate in
specialised health-care institutions than reactor-based neutron sources because
of their lower prize, size, and radiation hazards; and larger simplicity in bureau-
cracy, installation, and maintenance.
In this work, we have developed two BSAs for the treatment of shallow and
deep tumours using the previously measured neutron field. A thick lithium
target was considered in designing the BSA configurations shown in Figures 8
(a) and (b).
In the shallow BSA case, different polymers were tested as moderators, being
Polyethylene the better option to scatter neutrons to lower energies. Lead (Pb)
was employed as neutron reflector material. The Monte Carlo code MCNPX
[14] was used to perform the design calculations. A combination of Pb as a
reflector and Polyethylene as a moderator was the optimal configuration for the
treatment with 1950 keV of initial proton energy. The main dimensions of the
BSA are shown in Table 2. The tumour skin was positioned at 1 cm to the
BSA. With a proton current of 81 mA over a Lithium-metallic sample, this
work is in agreement with the IAEA neutron figures of merit recommendations
for shallow tumours. The analytical description and our experimental results
and IAEA figures of merit are displayed in Table 3. The good agreement is also
visible in the comparison of IAEA neutron flux-energy spectrum in the tumour
area shown in Figure 9 (a) with for the analytical description (black line) and
with for the experimental results (red line).
In the deep BSA case, Polyethylene was employed as neutron moderator
material as well. As low energy filter different chlorides were tested, we chose
Hexachlorobenzene (C6Cl6) to scatter low energy neutrons, where the Carbon
and Chlorine scattering cross-sections are much lower on high neutron energies.
In addition, Hexachlorobenzene compound is a solid extensively used on the
agrarian industry, thus it could be easy its manipulated and acquired. To min-
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imise the fast neutrons, we used Titanium (Ti); and Lead (Pb) was employed as
neutron reflector material. Using MCNPX [14] to perform the design, a combi-
nation of these four materials was optimised for the treatment of deep tumours
with 7Li(p,n) reaction at 1950 keV. The main dimensions of the BSA are shown
in Table 2. The patient was placed at 1 cm to the BSA. With a proton current
of 85 mA over a Lithium-metallic sample, this work is in agreement with the
IAEA neutron figures of merit recommendations for deep tumours. The neutron
flux-energy spectrum in the tumour area is shown in Figure 9 (b), where a black
line represents the result obtained by means of the analytical description and a
red line the result obtained via experimental results of the neutron field.
BSA Element Material Length (cm) Radio (cm)
S
h
a
ll
o
w Moderator Polyethylene 23.4 10
Reflector Lead 25.4 40
D
ee
p
Moderator Polyethylene 8.9 10
Low Energy Filter C6Cl6 5.1 10
High Energy Filter Ti 4 10
Reflector Lead 19 40
Table 2: Materials and dimensions of the BSA for shallow and deep tumours. Each element
presents a cylinder shape.
6. Conclusions
In this study, two BSAs for AB-BNCT have been designed and optimized for
a neutron source based on the 7Li(p,n) reaction at 1950 keV. We have employed
the neutron field provided by the experimental results of the TOF measurement
performed at HiSPANoS facility, in agreement with the Lee & Zhou [12] analyt-
ical description. The BSAs, proposed in this paper, suggest a therapeutic result
for BNCT of shallow and deep tumours when compared to the IAEA neutron
figures of merit, with a lower proton energy load to the Li target than previously
reported and reasonable proton currents.
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BSA
IAEA IAEA this work this work
figures of merit thresholds (L&Z+BSA) (Measure+BSA)
S
h
a
ll
o
w
(8
1
m
A
) Φth (cm
−2s−1) > 109 109 109
Φth/Φtot > 0.9 0.932 0.933
D˙epi+fast/Φth (Gy cm
2) 6 2 × 10−13 1.99 · 10−13 1.93 · 10−13
D
ee
p
(8
5
m
A
)
Φth (cm
−2s−1) > 109 109 109
Φepi/Φth > 100 100.51 102.27
Φepi/Φfast > 20 20.01 20.60
D˙fast/Φepi (Gy cm
2) 6 2 × 10−13 1.63 · 10−13 1.68 · 10−13
Table 3: Comparison of the IAEA neutron figures of merit for shallow and deep tumours
and this work with 81 mA and 85 mA proton currents respectively. This work is composed
by the analytical description of the neutron field, proposed by Lee & Zhou (L&Z), and the
experimental results of the measure carried out at HiSPANoS facility (Measure).
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(a) 0◦ (b) 15◦
(c) 30◦ (d) 45◦
(e) 60◦ (f) 0◦ + shadow bar
Figure 3: TOF spectra of raw data at 62.5 kHz with a 50 cm flight path at 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦,
60◦, and a comparison between 0◦ TOF and 0◦ TOF where the detector is covered with the
shadow bar.
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Figure 4: Raw data organized in a one-dimensional IC histogram. Signals corresponding to
γ-rays and neutrons are indicated.
Figure 5: The response function of the set-up determined the relationship between the TOF
bins and each energy bin obtained.
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Figure 6: Comparison between Lee & Zhou field at 0◦ [12] and the response function conversion
of a simulated TOF, both represented in the same binning and normalised by their sums.
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(a) 0◦ (b) 15◦
(c) 30◦ (d) 45◦
(e) 60◦
Figure 7: Experimental neutron spectra from 0◦ to 60◦ in steps of 15◦. 0-deg spectrum is
normalized by the maximum to improve the comparison between different angle spectra. Red
lines correspond to this work and black lines correspond to Lee & Zhou field [12] in bins of
5 keV. Uncertainties are statistical.
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(a) Shallow tumours (b) Deep tumours
Figure 8: A schematic view of the final BSA configurations for shallow (a) and deep (b)
tumours is shown. In (a), a combination of Pb as a reflector (pink) and Polyethylene as a
moderator (violet) was the optimal configuration for the thermal neutron beam production.
In (b), a combination of Polyethylene as a moderator (violet), Hexachlorobenzene (C6Cl6) as
a low energy filter (red), Titanium (Ti) as a high energy filter (blue), and Pb as a reflector
(pink) was the optimal configuration for the epithermal neutron beam production.
(a) Shallow tumours (b) Deep tumours
Figure 9: The neutron flux-energy spectra at 1 cm from the BSA beam ports for shallow (a)
and deep (b) tumours with 81 mA and 85 mA proton currents respectively.
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